
NORTH GWINNETT BASEBALL SOFTBALL ASSOCIATION  
SOFTBALL RULES  

PEE WEE LEAGUE RULES Spring 2012 
 

1. Innings. An official game is six (6) innings or five and one half (5½) innings if the home team is                    
ahead. A game is not considered complete unless four (4) complete innings are played (three and                
one half if the home team is ahead) or the time limitation is reached. Any incomplete game will be                   
rescheduled by the softball commissioner and played from the point at which it was called.  

 
2. Time. Each game will be timed by the umpire. The umpire will notify the coaches when he/she                 

has started the clock. No new inning will start after one hour and 15 minutes (1:15). Any inning in                   
progress when the one hour and 15 minutes has expired, will be allowed to finish, unless it is                  
determined by the umpire that the team that is behind cannot tie or go ahead of the team that is                    
leading due to run limits in the inning being played. In the event of a tie at the end of an inning                      
with time expired, one additional inning will be played. If the game remains tied after one extra                 
inning has been played, the game will end and the game will count as a tie in the standings. The                    
time limit will be suspended in the Championship game(s) of any tournament. All tie games               
during the tournament will be played to completion.  

 
3. Run Limits. The first five (5) innings will have a five (5) run limit and all subsequent innings will                   

have a ten (10) run limit, except that all innings that use player pitch will have a three (3) run                    
limit.  
 

4. Field. There will be a clearly visible mark halfway between the bases. Bases are fifty (50) feet.                 
There will be a sixteen (16) foot diameter pitcher's circle drawn on the infield. The center of the                  
circle will be a point thirty-six (36) feet from home plate on a direct line between home plate and                   
second base. The pitching mark for coach pitch will be placed twenty-eight (28) feet from home                
plate on a direct line between home plate and second base. The pitching mark for player pitch will                  
be placed thirty-two (32) feet from home plate on a direct line between home plate and second                 
base. The foul line markings will be considered to be in fair territory; the circle line will be                  
considered inside the circle. A second safety base will be placed in foul territory next to the                 
standard first base. ASA rules for the safety base will apply. 
 

5. Protests. Protests will be allowed subject to the terms and conditions outlined in the Red Book.  
 

6. Equipment. The softball shall be an 11” softball. It shall be optic yellow with red stitch and COR                  
0.47. Players may use their own equipment if it meets ASA or Tri-County standards. However, all                
bats must be ASA approved fastpitch bats that are single wall construction only. Plasma bats,               
double-wall bats, and composite bats, including composite handle, are not allowed. Any bat that              
shows excessive wear or that rattles will not be allowed. Excessive wear will be a judgment call                 
from the umpires. The official ASA 2004 emblem not being visible would be an example of                
excessive wear.  
 

7. Helmets and Catcher’s Gear. All batter-runners are required to wear an approved batting helmet              
with face shield and chin strap. If a batter runner removes their batting helmet while on the playing                  
field a team warning will be issued to the head coach. On each subsequent infraction an out will be                   
called. Time may be called so that a helmet may be removed in the event of injury or to swap                    
helmets for another player. Catchers are required to wear a chest protector and catcher's helmet               
with throat guard. 

8. Facemasks. NGBSA will not allow helmets to be worn with facemasks that do NOT have the                
NOCSAE stamp as required by ASA. ASA requires all batting helmets to have facemasks marked               
such that it states that the facemask meets NOCSAE standards. This is in addition to a stamp that                  
is already required on the helmet. NGBSA recommends that each player purchase a helmet with a                



facemask that has the NOCSAE stamp as soon as possible. 
(B.) Fielders masks will be required for all Player Pitchers for Peewee. It is also recommended that                 
all peewee infielders wear fielders masks. Fielders mask must protect the mouth, nose, and eyes. 
 

9. Players. Teams may start or continue a game with as few as 8 players; however, an out will be                    
recorded for the 9th batting position. A forfeit will result if a team cannot field at least 8 players                   
fifteen minutes from game start time. If a player arrives after a complete batting rotation, she is not                  
permitted to play. If she arrives before the rotation is up, her name will be added at any point in                    
the batting order that has not batted. The batting order is not defined until a batter has batted; i.e.                   
the batting order may be changed until a batter has batted once, thereby defining her place in the                  
batting order. If a player gets sick or leaves the game for any reason, the player's batting position                  
will be vacated. During the batting sequence, the vacated position will not be counted as an out                 
unless the team drops below 9 players. If a team drops below 9 players, a coach for the defensive                   
team may play as a catcher, however must move out of play as soon as the ball is hit, Just as the                      
pitcher does. The purpose of this rule is to speed up the game, and to allow there to be as many                     
fielders as possible, the coach is not an eligible player and all contact with the ball will follow the                   
interference rules. 
 

10. Players. All players will bat in a rotating order. Should a player be injured while batting and                 
unable to continue play a courtesy batter (last out) will be allowed to complete the count. The                 
number of defensive players on the field will be unlimited, except there can be no more than seven                  
(7) in the infield. The rest of the players must be in the outfield. No defensive player may stand                   
closer to the batter than the player-pitcher. The infield is that portion of the field in fair territory                  
that includes areas normally covered by infielders.  

 
11. Players, Continuation of Game: Players that are present for a game and are missing for the                

continuation of the game will be struck from the line-up with no penalty except as otherwise                
described in the rules. Players missing for the first part of a game and are present for the                  
resumption of an interrupted game (not a game delay) at another scheduled time will be allowed to                 
participate by inserting their name into either (1) any spot struck out per the above or (2) added to                   
the bottom of the line-up. The bottom of the line-up is defined as the last batter listed on the                   
original line-up that has completed at least one plate appearance.  
 

12. Standings. The standings will be used as “seeding” for the tournament. In the event of tie                
standings at the end of the season, determination of “seeding” for any tournament will be               
according to the hierarchy below. Tie games count as ½ win and ½ loss. The higher seeded (closer                  
to first place) team will be the home team in each tournament game. For ties involving multiple                 
teams, the hierarchy is followed with all teams, then begins at the beginning for the remaining                
teams after each team is removed.  

(1) Highest Winning Percentage (Win-Loss-Tie)  
(2) Highest Winning Percentage of Games between Teams Still in Tie Breaker            
(Regardless of Number of Games)  
(e.g. Head to Head for 2 tied teams)  
(3) Fewest Runs Allowed Per Game for the entire season  
(4) Most Games Won in a Row  
(5) Fewest Games Lost in a Row  
(6) Coin Toss or Roll of Die (decided by Commissioner’s office)  

 
13. There is no stealing at any time.  

 
14. There is no infield fly rule.  

 
15. There is no bunting allowed 

 



16. Any runner that attempts a headfirst slide shall be declared out. However, a runner may reach back                 
for a base in the case of overrunning a base.  
 

17. Offensive Coaches. A maximum of three (3) coaches are allowed on the playing field when their                
team is on offense: one (1) at first (1st) base, one (1) at third (3rd) base, and, if under coach pitch                     
rules, one (1) to pitch to the batters. All other coaches must remain within touching distance of the                  
dugout.  
 

18. Defensive Coaches. Defensive coaches should remain within touching distance of their dugout            
fence.  
 

19. Coaches. Any coach within touching distance of the dugout remains liable for interference with              
play. If, at any time and in the umpire’s judgment, a coach on either team becomes unruly or                  
causes a hindrance to the game or to the umpiring of the game, then the umpire can request that all                    
coaches not directly involved in the play at hand remain in the dugout for the remainder of the                  
game.  
 

20. Pitching. All games played in the spring season and games played in the fall season before Sept                 
25th (fall season) will use coach pitch for all innings of the game. All other in park games,                  
including the in-park tournament, will use player pitch for the first (1st) inning and coach pitch for                 
all remaining innings of the game. If you play a team from outside of NGBSA,,regardless of when                 
during the season, you will use girl pitch for the first inning of the game.  

20a. Pitching distance for Player pitcher is 30’ 
 

21. When coach pitch is used, each batter will be given a total of five (5) pitches or three (3) swings,                    
whichever comes first. Unlimited foul balls on the third swing are allowed. No walks will be                
allowed.  
 

22. When coach pitch is used, the coach-pitcher has five seconds to pitch the ball once the batter is                  
ready or a swing will be called. A coach pitcher is no longer a coach, and is considered a pitcher.                    
The pitching coach should not be coaching the girls as this should be left up to the base coaches.                   
Appropriate comments are asking if a player is ready or letting the batter know what the pitch                 
count is. Inappropriate coaching includes any instruction that delays the pitch or the game              
including telling the player not to swing at a bad pitch as it is delivered. 
 

23. When a batter hits a fair ball during coach pitch, the pitcher-coach is to leave the field immediately                  
to prevent interference. Accidental interference, per the judgment of the umpire, will be called a               
dead ball. Deliberate interference by any coach will result in the batter being called out. If a batted                  
ball hits the coach-pitcher, a "no pitch" will be called, the ball is dead, and there will be a                   
replacement pitch.  
 

24. During player pitch, each batter will be allowed any number of pitches until she either has three                 
(3) strikes against her (out) or four (4) balls. After four balls thrown by player-pitcher, the                
coach-pitcher, who should ready to take the field and pitch, will take over pitching with the current                 
strike count from the player pitcher. There will be two pitches from the coach pitcher and the                 
batter must hit one of those two pitches, or she will be called out. If the coach takes over the                    
pitching with two called strike from the player pitcher, a missed swing, even on the first pitch, will                  
count as the third strike and the batter will be called out. The batter will continue to bat as long as                     
she fouls off the third strike. A batter cannot advance to first base if there is a passed or dropped                    
ball by the catcher on the third strike.  
 

a. Once a pitch is thrown to a batter, either by player or coach, no substitution is allowed for                  
that pitcher/player pitcher during the at bat unless the pitcher/player pitcher is injured or              
ill.  



 
25. Runners will not advance due to illegal pitches and balks. The pitcher will be told of an illegal                  

pitch. However, if the pitcher deliberately makes an illegal pitch or uses an illegal pitching motion                
with purposeful intent to intimidate the batter, the pitcher and coach will be warned for the first                 
such violation and the runners will be awarded one base for each subsequent violation.  
 

26. The ASA rule on batting out of order will be in effect.  
 

27. The umpire will call time when the player-pitcher is stopped with both feet inside the pitching                
circle (the line is considered inside the circle) and is in full control of the ball unless the                  
player-pitcher is attempting to make a play on a base runner.  
 

28. When a coach is pitching, the defensive player-pitcher must stand anywhere within or directly              
behind the sixteen (16) foot pitching circle (the line is considered inside the circle). She is the only                  
defensive player allowed in the pitching circle prior to the ball being hit.  
 

29. If a batter hits a fly ball to the player-pitcher, and she catches it, it will be up to that player to                      
throw the ball to a base or hold the ball for time. If time is called, all runners will be returned to                      
their proper base.  
 

30. (A) If the batter hits a ground ball, which is caught by the player-pitcher inside the circle, and she                   
makes no attempt to make a play at first, the batter will advance to first base. No other runners will                    
be allowed to advance unless forced.  
 
A. A player pitcher may not make the initial play on a runner except for between 3rd and home                  

unless it is deemed a natural play by the umpires. A player pitcher must throw the ball to a                   
base for the initial play. If a fly ball is caught, that is considered the initial play and there is no                     
limit to the player pitcher’s activity. If the ball is touched by another player first, then all                 
following plays are not considered the initial play and there will also be no limit on the player                  
pitchers activity. 

 
31. When the ball is in play, the umpire will call time when either a) the player pitcher has full control                    

of the ball and is inside the pitcher’s circle with both feet; or b) when, in the judgment of the                    
umpire, all runners have stopped advancing. If the player pitcher is attempting to make a play and                 
runs through the circle, the umpire will not call time. If the lead runner is stopped and other                  
runners are continuing to advance to a safe base, the advancing runners may continue to advance                
before he umpire calls time out. If in the opinion of the umpire, the runners are no longer                  
attempting to advance, the umpire may cal l time and the runners will be awarded their appropriate                 
base. 
 

32. When time is called, runners will be awarded bases according to their positions relative to a line                 
drawn midway between first and second, second and third, and third and home. A player must                
have both feet on the forward side of the line to be considered across the line. If she is not over the                      
halfway mark, she will be directed to return to the last base she occupied unless forced.  
 

33. A defensive conference is charged if the defense calls time and a representative enters the playing                
field and talks with any defensive player. A defensive team will be limited to two (2) time-outs in                  
any inning (except those called for injuries).  
 

34. Defensive players may not intentionally roll or ground the ball. The ball must be an overhand                
throw during live ball play. The judgment of the umpire will determine if an underhand toss is                 
justified. Violation of this rule will result in the base runner being awarded the base at which the                  
violation occurred. Any other base runners advancing toward the next base will be allowed to do                
so at their own risk.  



 
35. Batters may not sling the bat to the ground. The first occurrence will result in a warning to the                   

player for slinging a bat; all subsequent occurrences by the same batter will result in the batter                 
being called out. An immediate "dead ball" will be called and no runners may advance.  
 

36. A coach cannot assist or touch a base runner while the ball is in live play. This will be a judgment                      
call by the umpire and will result in an out.  
 

37. For any ball that is batted into the outfield, an outfielder must be the first one to make a play on                     
the ball. (A play on the ball will be considered as an attempt to make a legitimate throw toward the                    
infield or a play on the runner or a play to the infield). After an outfielder has made a play on the                      
ball, they can have assistance from an infielder. A player-pitcher or wing player will not be                
allowed to go to the outfield. Violation of this rule will give the batter third base, unless they get                   
past it on their own.  
 

38. The baserunner will be called out if the runner remains on his feet and deliberately, with great                 
force, crashes into a defensive player (whether or not the defensive player has the ball).  
38b. In the event of an injured runner that can not continue to play, the previous batter in the                   
lineup, not currently on base, will replace the current runner.  
 

39. The home team is responsible for the official scorebook and keeping all markings and times that                
describe the play of the game. The visiting team is responsible for operating the              
score-brain/scoreboard. The home team is responsible for ensuring the field is properly marked             
off, the bases are out, and the score-brain is in the score-box. For games on field 7, the visiting                   
team is responsible for setting up the temporary outfield fence, and removing it after the game                
assuming there is no other game that day, or the game following does not use the temporary fence.                  
Both teams are responsible for restoring the field to playability in the event of weather impacts or                 
weather delays. If the visiting team is from another park, they would never be required to ensure                 
our field is ready, so in that case, the home team is responsible for the field as well.  
 

40. Sportsmanship. Players, coaches, team members, or spectators will not make disparaging or            
insulting remarks to or about opposing players, officials or spectators or commit other acts that               
could be considered unsportsmanlike conduct. The penalty for violation by a player is prompt              
ejection of the offender from the game. For the first offense, a coach or spectator may be warned,                  
but for the second offense the coach or spectator is ejected from the game and the coach or                  
spectator should leave the area. The player may remain on the bench. If the act is flagrant an                  
immediate ejection may occur. Any foul or abusive language will be considered flagrant.  
 

41. Sportsmanship. Players, coaches, team members, and spectators will not engage in chants or any              
type of repetitive sounds or physical movements that flagrantly serve to distract, disrupt, or taunt               
an opposing player. This is considered unsportsmanlike conduct. The first violation will result in a               
warning given to the team. All subsequent violations when the team is on defense will result in the                  
batter awarded first base and all runners awarded one base. All subsequent violations when the               
team is on offense will result in the batter being called out. Players are encouraged to shout                 
encouragement and may chatter to their own teammates.  
 

42. Coaches are responsible for knowing the guidelines and information contained in the Red Book.  
 

43. For inter-park play in the spring or fall, Tri County or other GYSA “consensus” rules may apply.                 
However, all NGBSA teams will be bound at all times by the sportsmanship rules described               
above.  
 

44. All rules not covered above will revert to the most current ASA Rules.  
 



Coaches should read and be familiar with the ASA Rule 
Book  

The following Section highlights points of interest in the rules and is for information purposes only; any                 
discrepancy or incompleteness is governed and superseded wholly by applicable NGBSA, ASA, or other              
rule, interpretation, and umpire judgment/discretion.  

● The International Tie-Breaker Rule is not used in Pee Wee.  
● Respect of the Blue and their interpretations and judgment will be maintained at all times. The 

head coach is responsible for ensuring the proper conduct of his staff, team, and fans.  
● Protests must be filed properly, or the protest is lost automatically..  
● Substitutes. Generally, rules on substitute and starting players are not applicable in rec ball 

because they apply in situations where the batting line-up is affected (changed). In rec ball, all 
players bat and the line-up does not change.  

 
NORTH GWINNETT BASEBALL SOFTBALL ASSOCIATION  

SOFTBALL RULES  
INDEX AND CROSS REFERENCE TO LEAGUE RULES SPRING 2012  

Rule  TB   PW  MI  MA   JR/SR  
Innings  1   1  1  1   1  
Time Limit, Tie Game  2   2  2  2   2  
Run Limits  3   3  3  3   3  
Field  4   4  4  4   4  
Protests  5   5  5  5   5  
Equipment  6   6  6  6   6  
Helmet/Face Shield/Chin Straps  7   7  7  7   7  
Facemasks 8   8  8  8   8  
Number of Players  9   9  9  9   9  
Players: Batting, Defensive  10   10  10  10   10  
Players, Continuation of Game  11   11  11  11   11  
Standings  12   12  12  12   12  
Stealing  13   13  13  13   13  
Infield Fly Rule  14   14  14  14   14  
Bunting  15   15  15  15   15  
Sliding, Headfirst Slide  16   16  16  16   16  
Offensive Coaches, Number, Proximity  17   17  17  17   17  
Defensive Coaches, Number, Proximity  18   18  18  18   18  
Coaches  19   19  19  19   19  
Pitching  20   20,21,23  20  20   20  
Dropped 3rd Strike   21   21   21   
Ball Hitting Coach-Pitcher    21   23    
Slinging/Throwing a Bat  22   35  23  23   23  
Coach Pitch, Batter Ready     22     
Illegal Pitches, Balks     25     
Batting Out of Order    23   26    
Hitting off Tee, Removing Tee     24     
Intentionally Thrown “Bad” Pitches     25     
Seven Year Olds and Hitting Off Tee     26     



Marked Radius In Front Of Home Plate     27     
Player-Pitcher Stopping Play    28   27    
Player-Pitcher Positioning    29   28    
Overhand Throw to Bases/Grounding Ball    30   34    
Overthrow Rule     31     
Throw Back to Player-Pitcher     32     
Player-Pitcher, Tagging Runner, Throwing Ball     33     
Fly Ball to Player-Pitcher    34   29    
Ground Ball to Player-Pitcher    35   30    
Stopping Lead Runner    36   31    
Halfway Line Between Bases    37   32    
Coach Touching a Runner    38   36    
Fielding a Ball in the Outfield    39   37    
Defensive Time Outs    40   33    
Base-runner Crashing Into Defensive Player  41   38  22  22   22  
Scorebook, Score-brain, Marking Field, Bases  42   39  24  24   24  
Sportsmanship - Conduct  43   40  25  25   25  
Sportsmanship – Chants, Distracting Movements  44   41  26  26   26  
Special Rule: Deaf Persons in TB     45     
Red Book  46   42  27  27   27  
Interpark Rules  47   43  28  28   28  
ASA Rule Applicability  48   44  29  29   29  

 
 






